Addendum 3
Solicitation 21-AA10
RFP Engineering Svcs for Shoreline 7th to 21st Ave E and Brighton

This addendum serves to notify all bidders of the following changes to the solicitation documents:

Questions asked are answered in italics below.

1. Please confirm what survey data will be available immediately when under contract and the extents and grid spacing of the topographic survey. **Full Existing Conditions survey from the centerline of the railroad to the high-water line, showing all natural and human-built elements, topographic at one-foot intervals. No bathymetric survey will be provided.**

2. The RFP states 100% oversight by an “approved individual”. Can you please clarify what requirements you have for that role? **This can be anyone with the ability to accurately confirm that what is on the plan is being completed in the field and is qualified to make decisions on behalf of the City. A weekly update report is expected.**

3. Who will be responsible for preparing the DNR Public Waters Work Permit? The Coastal Engineering firm or the Landscape Architecture firm/team? **Coastal Engineer will be responsible for DNR public waters permit for both Lakewalk & Brighton.**

Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by including this page with your proposal.

Posted: April 6, 2021